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Efficient fabrication of tilt micro/nanopillars
on polypropylene surface with robust
superhydrophobicity for directionalwater droplet rebound

Yu Du,1,2,3 Ting Wu,1,2,3 Xiao-long Li,1,2,3 Wei-long Zhou,1,2,3 Chao Ding,4 You-qiang Yang,4 Jin-gang Wei,4

Xiang Lu,1,2,3 Heng Xie,1,2,3,5,* and Jin-ping Qu1,2,3,*

SUMMARY

The directional rebound and transport of water droplets plays an important role
in microfluidic devices, anti-fogging, and water harvesting. Herein, an extrusion
compression molding and directional stretch demolding method was used to pre-
pare a polypropylene (PP) surface with tilt micro/nanopillars with a contact angle
of 157G 3�. The rolling angle is the highest (9G 4�) when the direction of rotation
is opposite the tilt direction of the micro/nanopillars, showing excellent water
repellency and anisotropy of the surface. Compared with the position of the first
collision of thewater droplet, the position of the second collision shifted�1.5mm
along the tilt direction of the micro/nanopillars, driven by the surface tension
component during the collision. The directional rebound behavior is controlled
by the droplet energy and the tilt angle. The micro/nanopillars demonstrate
excellent self-cleaning property and mechanical durability, which shows the pos-
sibility of their practical engineering applications.

INTRODUCTION

The collision and contact process between water droplets and a solid surface is a dynamic physical phe-

nomenon that occurs at the solid-liquid-gas interface between three phases (Wu et al., 2011). During

the collision process, the contact wetting status between the water droplets and solid surface plays a domi-

nant role in the applications of microfluidics, drug delivery, oil-water separation, anti-fog water collection,

and printing (Liu et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2022; Mi et al., 2019; Whitesides, 2006; Yarin, 2006; Zhou et al., 2020;

Wang et al., 2022a, 2022b). Nevertheless, the uncertainty of water droplet bounce limits its further devel-

opment in these fields. In general, fluid behavior can be controlled by adjusting the related surface

structure, but there are still challenges to overcome for progress to bemade in novel engineering materials

(Ishii et al., 2013).

Recently, it has been found that through surface micro/nanostructure or external field stimulation (An et al.,

2021; Reyssat et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2018), in addition to the effective

control of the transport of water droplets (Yada et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016a, 2016b), the

water droplets can be induced to spontaneously coalesce, merge, jump, and move in a certain direction

(Liu et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2018; Timothée et al., 2017). For example, with the assistance of soft lithog-

raphy, Lin et al. and Wang et al. (Lin et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2015) prepared a surface of magnetic mi-

cro/nanostructured arrays, which showed outstanding superhydrophobicity, and the long-distance nonde-

structive transport of water droplets was realized by regulating the external applied magnetic field. In

addition, using a combination of soft lithography and crystal growth, Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2016a,

2016b) fabricated a superhydrophobic surface that could flexibly control the tilt angle of themicrostructure,

and thereby the directional rebound of water droplets was controlled by applying a magnetic field to regu-

late the tilt angle of the microstructure. Similarly, Li et al. (Li et al. (2021) also utilized a combination of soft

lithography and crystal growth techniques to preparemicrocone-structured array surfaces with different tilt

angles. It was revealed that the as-obtained surfaces were superhydrophobic, and thus when water drop-

lets collided with such surfaces, the water droplets rebounded directionally along the inclined direction of

the microcones. In previous studies, the directional transport and rebound movement of water droplets

were found to be mainly dependent on external stimuli or the design of the surface structure. However,
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in the absence of any external stimulation, the mass production of directional water reboundmaterial is still

a tough issue, which in turn significantly hinders the exploration of the directional movement mechanisms

of the rebound water droplets and limits the further application of directional water transport (Chu et al.,

2020).

Under extreme environments, such as high temperature, high pressure, acidic, alkaline and salty condi-

tions, polymer materials can maintain ideal physical and chemical stability and good mechanical strength

(deLeon et al., 2016; Du et al., 2022; Gu et al., 2021). In addition, micro/nanostructures can be successfully

constructed on the surface of thermoplastic polymers via molding, 3D printing, and injection molding and

extrusion, which are characterized by their high efficiency and high accuracy (Liang et al., 2021; Xie et al.,

2017, 2022; Bai et al., 2022; Park et al., 2022). For instance, Wu et al. (Wu et al. (2021) synthesized superhy-

drophobic polyethylene foam with a porosity of 98.6% via a combination of blending extrusion and modi-

fication methods. The as-prepared surface exhibited excellent water resistance and self-cleaning, in addi-

tion to anti-icing properties. Furthermore, Agapov et al. (Agapov et al. (2014) synthesized a surface of tilt

nanopillars arrays bymeans of thermal growth and vapor deposition approaches.Whenwater droplets with

a Weber number (We) of R40 impacted on a surface at 325�C, a directional Leidenfrost effect was

observed. Huang et al. (Huang and Wang, 2019) also designed a type of surface with a structure similar

to that of a lotus leaf via an injection molding technique. It was found that the superhydrophobicity of

the as-prepared surface was superior to the surface of a lotus leaf in terms of both dynamic stability and

thermal persistence. Moreover, although the traditional molding process can be used to construct mi-

cro/nanostructures with excellent polymer surfaces to achieve various surface functions, including super-

hydrophobicity, anti-icing, and antibacterial properties (Kim et al., 2012; Mishchenko et al., 2010; He and

Guo, 2021; Wang et al., 2021), how to construct polymer structures that exhibit the directional rebound

of water droplets on their surfaces is still considered to be a huge challenge.

Accordingly, a hybrid method is proposed based on extrusion compression molding (Yang et al., 2021) and

directional stretch demolding for the preparation of tilt micro/nanopillars on PP surfaces with directional water

rebound property. Extrusion compression molding is a method that combines melt blending and polymer

compression molding. This technology takes advantage of the dynamic elongational flow in an eccentric rotor

extruder and the high-precise of compression molding for preparing the surface structures. As expected, the

precision manufacturing of a polymer surface with tilt micropillars could be achieved via a combination of

extrusion compression molding and directional stretch demolding, and thereby allowing continuous mass

production to be achieved. Without any external stimulation, the as-prepared surface realized the directional

movement of rebound water droplets, showing excellent wetting stability.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Micromorphology of the PP surface

Figure 1 shows the morphologies of the mesh template, SiO2 nanoparticles, and the tilt micropillars of the PP

surface. As shown in Figure 1A, the mesh template is composed of interlaced steel wires with a transverse

spacing, b1, and longitudinal spacing, b2, of 80 mm and 20 mm, respectively, and the width of the wire, b3, is

around 20 mm. The micromorphology of the SiO2 nanoparticles is shown in Figure 1B, and these nanoparticles

have a uniform size and mean diameter of 10–20 nm. Figure 1C shows the sample prepared under a stretch de-

molding rate of 20mmmin�1 of the mesh screen. It is obvious that the surface of the sample is densely covered

with a regular arrangement of tilt micropillars, and there is a slight tilt of �5�, where the transverse spacing, b4,

the structural width, b5, and longitudinal spacing, b6, are�100 mm,�30 mm, and�20 mm, respectively.When the

temperature of the stretch demolding process is set to 130�C, the adhesive force between the mesh template

and the PP matrix in a glassy state is small during the demolding process. Thus, during the demolding process,

the microstructure is reasonably elongated and tilted along the direction of stretching, and eventually, the tilt

micropillars are produced, as shown in Figure 1D. Importantly, the height and tilt angle of the surfacemicrostruc-

ture can be controlled by the demolding temperature and themolding pressure. To improve the surfacewetting

stability of the tilt micro/nanopillars, tilt micro/nanopillars were prepared by SiO2 modification, as shown in

Figure 1E. As shown in Figure 1F, the surface of the tilt micropillars is fully covered by SiO2 nanoparticles, and

thereby such tilt micro/nanopillars with a tilt angle, qt, of 20
� were generated. Figures 1G–2J shows the changes

in the chemical composition of thematerial before andaftermodification. It is evident that Si andOare uniformly

distributed on the surface of 130-PP@SiO2, whereas the C element is dramatically reduced compared to that of

the unmodified counterpart, indicating that SiO2 nanoparticles are uniformly bonded on the surface of the tilt

micropillars by the TEOS.
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Wetting behavior of the PP surface

Figure 2A shows the surface wetting states of the 25-PP, 130-PP, and 130-PP@SiO2 samples, and the def-

initions of RA==, RAt1, RAt2, and RA) are given in Figure 2B. This demonstrates that the CA on the

25-PP surface increased from 95� G 3� (related to Figure S1) to 146� G 2�, and the values of RA==,

RA1, and RA2 are in the range of 21–25�, whereas the RA) value is 36� G 5�. By contrast, the CA of

130-PP surface is 151� G 3�, and the values of RA==, RAt1, and RAt2 are located in the range of 6–8�,
whereas the value of RA) is determined as 14� G 4�. This suggests that when the temperature of de-

molding is increased, the water resistance of the sample is improved because of the increased height

of the tilt micropillars, whereas the RA still shows anisotropy. The CA of the 130-PP@SiO2 surface is

157� G 3�, whereas the values of RA==, RAt1 and RAt2 are decreased to the range of 3–4�, and RA)

is reduced to 9� G 4�. As shown in Figure 2C, for the same sample surface, the values of RA==, RAt1,

and RAt2 are consistent, whereas the RA) reached a maximum value. Owing to the directionality of

the tilt micropillars, the water droplets encounter less resistance in the tilt direction and are confined

in the opposite direction of the tilt micropillars (Cai et al., 2019). Therefore, the RA== is smaller than

the RA).

Directional rebound behavior of water droplets

Figure 3 shows a representative video screenshot of a water droplet with We value of 67.4 impacted the

sample surface (related to Videos S1, S2, S3, and S4). When water droplets impacting the surfaces of

Figure 1. The surface micro-morphology and element composition

SEM images of (A) the screenmesh template, (B) SiO2 nanoparticles, (C) 25-PP, (D) 130-PP, and (E and F) 130-PP@SiO2. The distributions of (G) C, (H) O, and (I)

Si on the surface of 130-PP@SiO2, and (J) the elemental contents before and after modification.
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25-PP and 130-PP, after 2.8 ms, the water droplets spread out to a maximum extent without any rebound,

and then the related surface showed hydrophobic properties in its final state, compared with Figure S2.

This phenomenon can be probably ascribed to the low height of the tilt micropillars, and thus the water

droplets can infiltrate into the gap between adjacent micropillars, increasing the adhesion of such sam-

ple surface to the water droplets (Figures 3A and 3B). As the water droplet impacted the surface of the

130-PP@SiO2 sample, it rebound to the highest point at 22.8 ms and showed hydrophobicity in its final

state (Figure 3C). Of interest, the water droplets started to move toward the tilt direction of the micro/

nanopillars during the rebound process, whereas the water droplet shifted to �1.5 mm along the tilt di-

rection relative to the original location in the final state. This indicates that the surface has the capacity to

directionally transport the rebound water droplet, which is closely associated with the tilt micro/nanopil-

lars. Furthermore, the shapes of the water droplet from the corresponding top views are shown in Figure

3D. It is apparent that after the water droplet impacted the 130-PP@SiO2 surface, it rapidly spread out

into a circular shape. In addition, there was a difference in the spreading distance between the left and

right sides, with a b7 value of 2.6 mm and a b8 value of 2.8 mm. This can be explained by the fact that

after contact the uneven force between the water droplet and the tilt micro/nanopillars led to differences

in spreading speed, and ultimately the spreading distances are quite different. Subsequently, the retrac-

tion motion is also asymmetrical, with a b9 value of 2.1 mm and a b10 value of 1.7 mm. This demonstrates

that the water droplet moved toward the tilt direction of the micropillars, resulting in a deviation in the

falling point.

To investigate the influence that different energies have on the rebound state of the water droplets, water

droplets with We values of 20.2, 33.7, 47.2, 67.4, and 80.9 were used for surface impact, and the represen-

tative video screenshots (related to Videos S5, S6, S7, S8, and S9) are shown in Figures 4A–4E. The angle

between the center and vertical lines of the rebound water droplet is defined as the takeoff deviation angle

(a). The ratio of the maximum spreading diameter (D) to the original diameter (D0) is defined as the

spreading factor (D/D0). The position where the water droplet first collides with the surface is defined as

the first landing point, and the second landing point is located where the water droplet falls back on the

surface of 130-PP@SiO2 after rebounding to the highest position. The distance between the first and

Figure 2. The surface wettability

(A) The surface wettability of 25-PP, 130-PP, and 130-PP@SiO2 in the presence of water droplets of 5 mL, and (B) the testing

directions of RA and (C) corresponding results.
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second landing points is defined as the deviation distance (L). As shown in Figure 4A, when theWe value of

the water droplet is 20.2, the takeoff deviation angle is 2.7�, and the deviation distance, L1 is 2.7 mm. How-

ever, when the We value increased to 33.7, the takeoff deviation angle increased, and L2 is reduced to

0.5 mm. This is because during the rebound process, some of the energy is taken away by the separated

water droplets as marked in the red circle, leading to a reduction in L2 (Figure 4B). When the We value is

continuously enhanced, the takeoff deviation angle further increased, and L3 increased to 0.7 mm. As pre-

sented in Figure 4C, although the small separated water droplets can take away some of the energy, the

deviation distance is also enhanced with the total energy increase. As shown in Figure 4D, when the We

value reached 67.4, the takeoff deviation angle of the water droplet continued to be increased. After the

water droplet rebounded to a certain height, it rotated around the centroid along the tilt micropillars orien-

tation (u1), and the deviation distance L4 also increased. When the We value is set as 80.9, the takeoff de-

viation angle reaches 21.1�. Owing to excessive energy, tiny water droplets can be separated at the

moment of collision and take away more energy, leading to a further reduction in the deviation distance

L5. Nevertheless, the spin phenomenon of water droplets (u2) can be observed, as shown in Figure 4E,

with the relevant deviation distances plotted in Figure 4F. This demonstrates that when the small water

droplets were separated, the corresponding deviation distance increased with an increase in theWe value

in the order of L5>L3>L2. In addition, the expansion factors and the takeoff deviation angles of the water

droplets were enhanced with an increase in the We value (Figure 4G).

The expansion factor exhibits a linear relationship with the We value, which can be expressed using

Equation (1):

y = 1:26+ 0:03x (Equation 1)

Accordingly, this implies that themotion behavior of the water droplets can be controlled by regulating the

We value.

Figure 3. Representative screenshots of the impact process

Representative screenshots of the impact process on the (A) 25-PP, (B) 130-PP, and (C and D) 130-PP@SiO2 surfaces.
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Movement regularity of rebound water droplets

Figures 5A–5E show video screenshots of a water droplet with a We value of 67.4 impacting the surface of

130-PP@SiO2 at various tilt angles of�1�,�0.5�, 0�, 0.5� and 1�, respectively (related to Videos S10, S11, S8,

S12, and S13). It can be observed that when the samplewas rotated by�1� that the deviation direction of the
water droplet was opposite the tilt direction of themicropillars. This is because the component force of grav-

ity is larger than the guiding force, and has the opposite direction to the guiding force of the micropillars,

and thereby the water droplet is shifted in the opposite direction (Figure 5A). When the sample was rotated

by�0.5�, the tilt angle of the sample counteracted the guiding effect of the tilt micro/nanopillars, meaning

that the water droplet did not deviate to the second landing point (Figure 5B). Without any rotation of the

sample, there is a small takeoff deviation angle during the rebound process of the water droplet, and then

the water droplet rebounded along the tilt direction of the micropillars (Figure 5C). When the sample is

rotated by 0.5�, the takeoff deviation angle increases, but the separated water droplets take away part of

Figure 4. Representative screenshots of the impact process of water droplets with various We values

Representative video screenshots of the impact process of water droplets with various We values on the 130-PP@SiO2

surface: (A) 20.2, (B) 33.7, (C) 47.2, (D) 67.4, and (E) 80.9; (F) The relationships of the expansion factor, the takeoff deviation

angle, and We (G).
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the energy, resulting in no deviation at the second landing point (Figure 5D). The takeoff deviation angle of

the water droplet increases when the tilt angle of the surface increases (Figure 5E). In addition, the takeoff

deviation angle and deviation distance of water droplets impacted surfaces with different tilt angles are pre-

sented in Figures 5F and 5G, respectively. When the tilt direction of the sample is consistent with that of the

micropillars, the increased tilt angle of the sample can also bring about an enhancement in the takeoff de-

viation angle of thewater droplet. This is because the component force of gravity equals the guiding force of

micropillars, causing the takeoff deviation angle to increase (Figure 5F). When the tilt angle of the sample

increased, the deviation distance of thewater droplet is increased, indicating that the force of the tilt surface

imposed on thewater droplet is larger than the guiding force of themicropillars (Figure 5G). Herein, themo-

tion of the water droplets could be controlled by adjusting the tilt angle of 130-PP@SiO2.

Motion mechanism analysis of directional rebound

When a water droplet impacts a superhydrophobic surface, the resultant rebound trajectory is closely

related to the surface structure (Liu et al., 2020; Mi et al., 2017). To reveal the mechanism of motion that the tilt

Figure 5. Representative screenshots of the impact process on the 130-PP@SiO2 surface at different tilt angles

Representative screenshots of the impact process on the 130-PP@SiO2 surface at tilt angles of (A)�1�, (B)�0.5�, (C) 0�, (D)

0.5�, and (E) 1�, respectively, (F) relationship of the tilt angle and the takeoff deviation angle, and (G) the relationship of the

tilt angle and the deviation distance.
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micro/nanopillars impose on the reboundwater droplet, the falling and rebounding process of thewater droplet

can be roughly divided into several parts, as illustrated in Figures 6A–6D.During this process, the tiltmicro/nano-

pillars can be simplified to themodel shown in Figure 6E. During the contact process between the water droplet

and the surface, the stress state of the tilt micro/nanopillars is given in Figure 6F.

As shown in Figure 6A, when the water droplet fell freely, it remained spherical because of the cohesion

between the water molecules, P_, and the surface tension, T. When water droplets impact the surface of

the tilt micro/nanopillars, they are subjected to the dynamic pressure, PD, and effective water hammer pres-

sure, PEWH. Moreover, during the spreading and retracting process, the water droplets are subjected to the

force, f, exerted by the micropillars, and the distribution of the corresponding force, f, is presented in Fig-

ures 6B and 6C.

With regard to the axial section Z1C1D1 (Figure 6F), a micropillar can be divided into left and right regions.

The pressures in the left and right regions of the micropillar are defined as P2 and P1, respectively. There-

fore, the resultant force f can be calculated using the following Equation (2):

f =

Z Z

S1

P1ds cos q1 �
Z Z

S2

P2ds cos q2 (Equation 2)

where q1 is denoted as the angle between the normal vectors, n1, and the Z1A1B1 plane, and q2 represents

the angle between the normal vectors, n2, and the Z1A1B1 plane (Figure 6G).

When S1>S2, the relation of P1>P2 can be obtained, and the resultant force is perpendicular to the right

region of the micropillar, thus f can also be estimated from the following Equation (3):

Figure 6. The mechanical models of water droplets impacting tilt surface

(A–D) States of water droplets impacting the micro/nanopillars surface, (E) model of the tilt micro/nanopillars, in which H represents the height of the

micropillar and the cross-sectional morphology of the root of the tilt micro/nanopillars is identified as elliptical ACBD, (F) force model of water droplets in

contact with tilt micro/nanopillars, (G) schematic diagram of the unit normal vectors, n1 and n2, in the left and right regions, respectively, and (H) mechanical

models of water droplets impacting tilt surface.
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f =
Dmvt � Dmv cos q3

t
(Equation 3)

where vt is identified as the velocity along the normal line of the right region of the micropillar, t is the

contact time, Dm is the mass of the water droplet making contact with each micropillar, and q3 and q4

are the angles between the bottom surface and the micropillar (Figure 6E), where q3 and q4 can be calcu-

lated using the following Equations (4) and (5):

q3 = p

=

2 � q5 � qt (Equation 4)

q4 = p

=

2+ q5 � qt (Equation 5)

where q5 is defined as the half apex angle of the axial section of the micropillar. According to Equation (3),

when the water droplet impacts the surface, the resultant force f of each micropillar on water droplets

cannot be zero. Simultaneously, the water droplet is subjected to a force f1 opposite to the direction of

the micropillar, and it can be calculated by Equation (6):

f1 = nf sin q3 = n
Dmvt � Dmv cos q3

t
sin q3 (Equation 6)

where n is defined as the number of water droplets contacting the micropillar. When the water droplet

vertically impacts a smooth hydrophobic surface, the force imposed on the water droplet is uniformly

symmetrical, and the water droplet can spread out in all directions at the same speed. However, when im-

pacting the tilt micro/nanopillars surface, the water droplet is affected by the force (f1) opposite to the mi-

cropillar. As shown in Figure 6B, the spreading speed of the water droplet along the tilt direction of the

micropillar was slower than that along the opposite direction. Accordingly, the spreading distance along

the tilt direction of the micropillar is also shorter than that along the opposite direction. During the

spreading process, the spreading speed (Vspreading) of the water droplets gradually decreased to 0,

whereas the corresponding expansion factor (D/D0) reached a maximum value.

The water droplet begins to shrink after spreading to a maximum extent, in which the pressure load re-

mained in balance, and both the v and We value of water droplets are determined to be zero. However,

the surface tension is unbalanced. When the contact surface is set as a circle, the resultant force T driven

by the surface tension can be evaluated by Equation (7):

T = ngl cosðqc � q5Þ = 2npgr cosðqc � q5Þ (Equation 7)

where l is the length of the contact line, r is the radius of the contact surface, and qc is the CA. The resultant

force can be upward along the axis of the micropillar (Figure 6F) so that the water droplet has a component

forth Th along the tilt direction of the micropillar, which can be determined by the following Equation (8):

Th = T sin qt (Equation 8)

Eventually, as shown in Figure 6C, the surface tension of water droplets is unbalanced when it impacts on

the tilt micropillars. The water droplet rebound from the micro/nanopillars surface with a angular velocity

(u) under the action of Th (Figure 6C), resulting in a certain deviation distance (L), (Figure 6D).

According to Equations (7) and (8), when the water droplet bounced and the separation of tiny water droplets

could not be detected, i.e., L;u;afTh, ThfT , and Tfn, the relationship of L;u;afn can be determined. There-

fore, with an increase inWe value, the spreading area of the water droplet increased, and the number of contact

micropillars also increased, which can bring about an improvement in the takeoff deviation angle and deviation

distance.

When the water droplet impacts the tilt surface, it is subjected to the reaction force Fn induced by the sur-

face, and the direction of Fn is perpendicular to the surface upward, as shown in Figure 6H. When the rota-

tion angle is negative, the reaction force Fn performed on the water droplet can have a component Fs along

the parallel direction of the tilt plane, which is opposite to the micropillar force Th, leading to a reduced

deviation distance. If the rotation angle is beyond a critical value, there is a deviation distance opposite

the tilt direction of the micropillar. When the rotation angle is set as zero, the water droplet is only affected

by the action of Th. When the rotation angle is set as a negative value, the deviation distance is increased.

By contrast, when the rotation angle is set as a positive value, Fs is consistent with Th, leading to a further

enhancement in deviation distance.
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Durability of tilt micro/nanopillars

Figure 7A shows that the yellow water droplet is favorable for taking away the pollutants on the surface of

the sample, and there is no residual yellow water droplet, indicating that the sample has excellent self-

cleaning performance. Generally, the durability of the superhydrophobic surface is crucial to its engineer-

ing application (Varughese and Bhandaru, 2020; Ma et al., 2021; Xie et al., 2021). To investigate the dura-

bility of tilt micro/nanopillars, the 2000# (45 3 10 mm) abrasive paper with 100 g weight on the surface was

applied and subjected to friction testing in a single friction length of 45 mm (Figure 7B). Furthermore, the

adhesive tape was used to conduct bonding-stripping testing on the surface (Figure 7C). Figure 7D shows

the CA for every 10 friction/bonding-stripping cycles. The surface still remains in a superhydrophobic state,

suggesting that the tilt micro/nanopillars can effectively prevent the infiltration of water droplets. The tilt

micro/nanopillars have sufficient stability and durability for working in harsh environments. As shown in

Figure 7E, the tilt micro/nanopillars are reserved on the surface after the durability testing. As shown in Fig-

ures 7F–7H, the Si element is reduced by 31.3% after the friction/bonding-stripping tests (related to

Figure S2). This means some SiO2 was taken away after 50 friction/bonding-stripping cycles, and the partial

hydrolyzing of TEOS provides enough bonding strength between the PPmatrix and SiO2. Therefore, the tilt

micro/nanopillars on the surface show sufficient robustness.

Conclusions

A PP surface with tilt micro/nanopillars is efficiently fabricated via the extrusion compression molding and

directional stretch demoldingmethod. The tilt micro/nanopillars endowed the PP surface with excellent water

Figure 7. Self-cleaning testing and friction testing of the 130-PP@SiO2 surface

(A) Self-cleaning testing of the 130-PP@SiO2 surface, (B) friction testing of the 130-PP@SiO2 surface, (C) bonding-stripping

testing of the 130-PP@SiO2 surface using adhesive tape, (D) relationship of surface wettability and friction/bonding-

stripping cycles, (E) SEM images of after 50 cycles of friction/bonding-stripping and the corresponding elemental

distributions of (F) C, (G) O, and (H) Si.
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repellency and differentiated RA. The value of RA) (9G 4�), which is opposite the tilt direction of the micro/

nanopillars, was the highest. There is an obvious directional rebound when water droplets impacted the sur-

face, which is mainly because the water droplets are guided to rebound along the tilt direction of the micro/

nanopillars by the surface tension component. The takeoff deviation angle and rebound path could be

adjusted by controlling the We value of the water droplets and the tilt angle of the surface. Furthermore,

repeated friction andbonding-stripping testingwere found to inflict little damage on the tilt micro/nanopillars

and the PP surface still maintained excellent water repellency. The proposedmethod provides an ideal candi-

date for the efficient fabrication of tilt micro/nanopillars for directing the motion of dynamic water droplet.

Limitations of the study

Integration of the extrusion compression molding with directional stretch demolding method is one of the

first attempts to prepare the tilt micro/nanopillars surface. This study describes the directional rebound of

water droplets on the tilt micro/nanopillars surface and tilt surface. Although this study showed that water

droplets can directional rebound when they impacted the tilt micro/nanopillars surface, the precise control

of the takeoff deviation angle and deviation distance of water droplets was not achieved. Analysis and opti-

mization between structural parameters (e.g., altering the tilt angle of the micro/nanopillar and the number

of pillar) and the directional rebound of the water droplet could further improve the precise control of the

takeoff deviation angle and deviation distance. Furthermore, studying the collision process of water drop-

lets on the tilt micro/nanopillars surface would be of great significance in the fields of water droplet poten-

tial energy capture and microfluidic.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Heng Xie

(hengxie@hust.edu.cn).

Materials availability

All materials were commercially available and did not need further purification, and this study did not

generate new unique reagents. Polypropylene (PP; grade T30S) was purchased from Fujian Zhongjing

Petrochemical Co., Ltd., China, and nano silica particles (SiO2; grade R974) were procured from Evonik In-

dustries AG, Germany. An electronic universal testing machine (UTM4024X, Shenzhen Sansi Longitudinal

and Horizontal Technology Co., Ltd., China) coupled with a constant temperature box (WGDY-7300S,

Shenzhen Sansi Longitudinal and Horizontal Technology Co., Ltd., China) were used for directional de-

molding. An electric sprayer (FC3500, Wagner, Germany) is used for spraying the SiO2 nanoparticles on

the sample surface. 10000# screen mesh, anhydrous ethanol (EtOH), and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)

were supplied by Wuhan Xinshenshi Chemical Technology Co., Ltd.

Data and code availability

All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

This paper does not report original code.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead

contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Preparation of tilt micro/nanopillars on the PP surface

The preparation process of the tilt micro/nanopillars on the PP surface is shown in below figure. Firstly, PP

was dried in an air oven at 80�C for 2 h to remove moisture. 10000# screen mesh was then fixed to the inner

surface of the mold, which was heated to 180�C. The PP melt is extruded by an eccentric rotor extruder and

compressed under a pressure of 10MPa. After cooling and demolding, PP with screen mesh was obtained

(below figure(Step 1)). Then, the screen mesh and the PP of the sample were fixed on the upper and lower

fixtures of the electronic universal testing machine, respectively. After being held at temperature for 5 min

in the constant temperature box (130�C), the samples were demolded at a stretch rate of 20mm min�1 to

obtain 25-PP (demolding at 25�C) and 130-PP (demolding at 130�C) with tilt micropillars on their surface

(below figure(Step 2)). Subsequently, 10 g of SiO2 and 3 g of TEOS were added to 87 g of EtOH and ultra-

sonically treated for 30 min to prepare a SiO2/TEOS solution. Then, 20 mL of SiO2/TEOS solution was uni-

formly sprayed onto the tilt micropillars surface (100 3 20 mm2) via an electric sprayer. Finally, the sprayed

sample was dried in an oven at 80�C for 2 h to obtain a material with tilt micro/nanopillars (130-PP@SiO2,

below figure (Step 3)).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Polypropylene (PP), Fujian Zhongjing Petrochemical Co., Ltd., China, T30S.

Nano silica particles (SiO2), Evonik Industries AG, Germany, R974.

Electronic universal testing machine, Shenzhen Sansi Longitudinal and Horizontal Technology Co., Ltd., China, UTM4024X.

Constant temperature box, Shenzhen Sansi Longitudinal and Horizontal Technology Co., Ltd., China, WGDY-7300S.

Electric sprayer, Wagner, Germany, FC3500.

10000# screen mesh, Wuhan Xinshenshi Chemical Technology Co., Ltd., China.

Anhydrous ethanol (EtOH), Wuhan Xinshenshi Chemical Technology Co., Ltd., China.

Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), Wuhan Xinshenshi Chemical Technology Co., Ltd., China.
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Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM; MIRA LMS, TESCN Bron, s.r.o., Czech Republic) was used to observe

the morphology and cross-section of the sample at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV and vacuum degree of

1.2 3 10�3 Pa. The elemental composition of the tilt micro/nanopillars material was characterized using an

energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (Xplore, Oxford Instrument Technology Co., Ltd., UK) coupled with

SEM; The contact angle (CA) and rolling angle (RA) of the sample surface were characterized using auto-

matic CA testing apparatus (JC2000, Shanghai Zhongchen Co., Ltd., China). The CA and RA tests were con-

ducted at five different locations to obtain average values, and the testing droplets were 5 mL. The rotation

direction of RA== is consistent with the tilt direction of the micropillars, and the rotation direction of RA) is

opposite to the tilt direction of themicropillars. The rotation directions of RA1 and RA2 are perpendicular to

the tilt direction of the micropillars. The dynamic wettability of the water droplets (diameter of �3 mm,

dropped from heights of 3 cm, 5 cm, 7.5 cm, 10 cm and 12.5 cm) impacting the tilt micro/nanopillars

was recorded using a high-speed camera (UX100, Photron. Ltd, Japan). The tilt angle of the sample was

controlled by a multi-angle motion platform (GFG40-40, Jiaduo Automation Equipment Co., Ltd., China).

The We value of water droplets at a height of h can be calculated using Equation (9):

We =
rv2l

g
(Equation 9)

where r is the liquid density, v is the velocity, l is the characteristic length (water droplet diameter), and g is

the surface tension coefficient. The velocity (v) at height of h can be calculated as follows:

v =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gh

p
(Equation 10)

where g is the gravity acceleration (g = 9.8m s�2). Combining Equations (9) and (10), theWe values of water

droplets falling from 3 cm, 5 cm, 7.5 cm, 10 cm, and 12.5 cm are 20.2, 33.7, 47.2, 67.4 and 80.9, respectively.

To characterize the durability of the sample, sandpaper (2000#, 45 3 10 mm) was placed on the surface,

Preparation process of the surface with tilt micro/nanopillars
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with a weight (100 g) placed on the sandpaper. The CA was measured every 10 cycles, for a total number of

50 cycles. Bonding-stripping tests were conducted on the sample surface using adhesive tape (Deli Group

Co., Ltd., China). The CA was tested every 10 cycles of adhesive-stripping, over a total number of 50 cycles.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Our study does not include statistical analysis or quantification.
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